
 

 

Elisir 
is one of EsteticaVibrazionale’s cosmetics based on super coherent water 1and top quality 
active elements. 

 
Action 
Thanks to an innovative technology the water forming this 
extraordinary product has been made super coherent in  order to 
increase to the nth power the active principles in it dissolved.  
 

Elisir fights damages caused by sunbathing, atmospheric 
agents, pollution, smoke and all the oxidative stress we have to 
bare every day and which accelerate cells’ aging process. 

Elisir’s strong regenerative power makes it unique in protecting 
skin from environmental stress and in body and face anti-age 
treatment. It gradually reduces aging signs such as wrinkles and 
skin laxity. Regularly used it helps reducing lines and wrinkles in 
either depth and length. Elisir’s effect is visible from the very 
first application as the skin gets immediately supple and firm in 
both face and critical body’s areas such as arms, breast and 
inner tight. 

Active Elements 
Water : it is the leading element in EV’s cosmetics.  The super 
coherence of its structure allows to  greatly increase the 
Vibrational Cosmetic’s energetic and functional power, assuring the best results. Being so 
specifically treated, this Water also enhances the effects of the active elements it carries.  
 
Plankton extract  is a natural marine extract which releases enzymes that have a repairing effect if 
exposed to UV rays thus fighting the visible damages of the so stressed skin and the loss of 
collagen. Plankton extract is a really effective stimulator of cells’ metabolism and energy able to 
promote tone and vigour. 
 

 
1Quantum electrodynamics (QED) brings forward a very interesting prospect. Water in leaving creatures, 
when in contact with biological matter, gets structured in an organized and coherent way. The greater is 
the coherence of the structure the best is the energy processing in cellular structures. Super coherence is 
the exaltation of this oxygen conveyance, which, so organized, allows to elaborate a better cells energetic  
quality. 
 



 

 

 
Jaluronic Acid is a biological polymer available, with the identical molecular structure, in every 
connective tissue of vertebrate organisms in which it has a structural and biological role.  Its 
particular chemical construction gives it myriad of qualities that makes it particularly useful either 
in cosmetics and other fields. By stimulating collagen and connective tissue production, it boosts 
tissues’ plasticity and assures the correct skin hydration. It is ideal in anti-wrinkles  treatment and 
to prevent skin ageing.  
 
Moisturizing Sugary Factor is an excellent regulator of skin hydration made of carbohydrates that 
can be found in nature and which structure is very similar to that of the human stratum corneum  
(horny layer).  
 
Gallic Rose aromatic distilled flower water: Rose has uncountable qualities among which that to 
have astringent, antiseptic and purifying effects, moreover it has always been appreciated for 
being very refreshing.  
 
Hamamelis Distilled Aromatic Flower Water:  Hamamelis Virginiana (Witch Hazel) is a very 
precious plant appreciated for its various beneficial effects. Excellent remedy for sun burns, it has 
astringent properties, relieves inflammations and promotes tissue healing. 
 
How to use  
Nebulize Elisir directly on the interested skin areas (face and body) twice a day. In case of deep 
affections it may be helpful to intensify applications. Effects are visible since the very first few 
applications. Regular and rhythmic use reinforces the results achieved and prevents skin 
degenerative processes. Elisir can be used on its own or, once properly absorbed, as a base for 
creams, serums or make-up of which it will boost  active properties actions, improving the 
performance. 
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